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Executive Summary
The intention of this document is to describe Chain4Energy (C4E) - a global decentralized
blockchain ecosystem and WEB 3.0 Energy Marketplace which enables institutions and individuals to
seamlessly participate in the renewable energy market accessing and offering a wide range of renewable
energy solutions and services.

NEXT GENERATION GREEN ENERGY
C4E WEB 3.0 ENERGY MARKETPLACE
BLOCKCHAIN BASED CØSMOS SDK
Founded in 2021

Directives and legal regulations introduced by governments around the world, environmental
pressure as well as technological progress all have a significant impact on the shape of the energy sector.
Global trends and limited resources make it necessary to look for new energy solutions. Optimum
management of the energy production process, transport, storage and active balancing of supply and
demand will prove to be some of the biggest challenges to overcome. To ensure choice, flexibility and
individual empowerment an alternative to the current inflexible and heavily regulated systems needs to be
created.
Renewable energy technologies will become the foundation of our world in the near future, as a
result new forms of energy communities and organizations are already arising and will become
widespread. Energy self-balancing regions, energy cooperatives, energy communities and prosumers are
only the tip of the iceberg of the undergoing changes we are and will witness. As a result, traditional
solutions to energy management are limited by a centralized production, a limited number of
intermediaries and reliance on grid connections. The age of a decentralized energy world is upon us.
Chain4Energy has built a Web 3.0 Global Energy Marketplace which leverages the power of
blockchain technology to provide a secure, customizable and flexible solution for the entire energy
ecosystem.enable the transition to the new decentralized energy world. C4E blockchain provides a secure,
customisable and flexible solution for the entire energy ecosystem.
The C4E DAO (ZUG) has been established in Switzerland - the famous “crypto valley” of Europe, and
is responsible for minting and overseeing distribution of the C4E token. C4E and the C4E DAO (ZUG) are
embarking on this momentous global Green Energy Quest.
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Mission

Challenges
We are at the beginning of the energy revolution. In the next few years, the energy sector will
change deeply. There will be more distributed energy sources, millions of individual energy producers,
millions of consumers and ubiquitous electromobility products. The state of human awareness over this
movement is upon us. It is no longer a topic for ponderance but a necessity for managing future energy
strategies.
Products and support for modern energy exchanges will only rise as people will need the tools to
manage their energy production, consumption and distribution. To achieve a net zero goal by 2050 is
highly dependent on the speed of deployment of renewable energy sources like photovoltaic and wind
turbines. The main condition that is currently delaying the whole deployment process is outdated energy
distributed networks. The upgrade of existing distributed networks is a very long process and requires
huge budgets and time. Furthermore, the existing trading market is based on a centralized national
mechanism that controls huge margins, which subsequently decreases revenue of the RES investors and
increases prices of green energy in the market. Our ultimate goal is to minimize the cost of green energy
on the market. Our smart world, smart cities, and smart homes need… … a smart energy solution!
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Use cases
Today the once clear lines between energy production and consumption are becoming increasingly
blurred and in the next few years this distinction will disappear entirely. Every consumer will also become a
producer depending on the time of the day, day of the week, season. C4E's Web3.0 Energy Marketplace will
enable use cases such as:

● Distributed Energy Billing Automation
● Energy Trading (OTC/P2P)
● Smart Grid Energy Balancing
● Sustainable Energy Community Management
● Green energy for E-Mobility
Currently, energy can be achieved, with the help of solar panels, windmills or even electric vehicles.
Prosumers play a key role in the new energy system, playing an important role in decarbonising the world,
raising awareness but also increasing energy security.

Regardless of the type of distributed energy prosumer, each market participant needs solutions for
energy trading, optimization and intelligent balancing of production and consumption. This applies to all
types of prosumers as well as places where energy is generated and consumed, i.e. in single-family and
multi-family houses, offices and communities.
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The aim of optimization should be the best possible use of energy in accordance with price signals
and grid requirements and to support the needs of a virtual prosumer, i.e. an energy producer that
produces energy outside the place where it uses it to power the home or charge an electric car. Electricity
generated in such an installation should be properly collected and delivered to the power grid, taking into
account the best possible time (based on price / distribution of power) and ready for use when it is needed
in another location.
In the case of a collective prosumer, network users are connected via the internal electrical
installation of a multi-storey building. It is necessary to correctly settle the prosumers of the collective
installation. The settlement should be made on the basis of reliable metering indications measuring the
amount of electricity. Appropriate management mechanisms for this type of installation are also necessary
and include the possibility of energy tokenization and collective management through the DAO.
One of the key elements of the distributed energy generation concept is an integrated approach to
supplying the local community with its energy needs from renewable energy sources or high-efficiency
cogeneration energy sources called sustainable community energy systems - SCES. It is a combination of
wind turbines, photovoltaic panels, biomass digesters, hydropower plants and storage facilities for
cogeneration of heat and electricity. This is related to ecological flood protection and wastewater
treatment systems. These microgrid-connected renewable energy sources are mostly connected via a
private wired electricity system. In the event that the SCES is integrated into a common network, the
surplus from the SCES may be sold to retail via the P2P or OTC retail module.
In the modern world, an electric vehicle can be part of a collective prosumer or Sustainable Energy
System - SCES and is used as a Vehicle to Grid (V2G) warehouse. An electric car can be charged with green
energy where and when there is more supply than demand, and then it can discharge energy where it is
needed, e.g. in the evening, when there is no solar energy. EV, using appropriate, enabling flexible
charging, discharging and billing in real time, also with the use of energy tokenization, will play a key role in
the stability of the network and effective use of energy on the Local Energy Market.
Putting energy into the portfolios of its producers, with the possibility of multi-level management
and balancing, gives way to completely new business models for energy trading between many market
participants and with the use of modern settlement methods. The functionality of energy trading involves
not only trading between trading companies, but trading between companies, retailers, neighbors,
collective prosumers or and communities.
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Solution
The energy industry is a very demanding part of the global economy, which needs to be supported
by advanced technology. Every enterprise operating on the energy market should have influence on the
solutions that help it in the operational process– especially ones that are designed for specific needs. With
these assumptions in mind we created the WEB 3.0 Energy Marketplace, the SaaS solution and
infrastructure where every sphere of service could be connected and integrated with each other like
standard LEGO blocks.
The C4E Web 3.0 Energy Marketplace is built on the basis of 3 tiers constituting the foundation
thanks to which it is possible to manage prosumers, energy and implement modern business models for
the entire renewable energy market.

SMART GRID COMPONENTS
✓

Trading DEX/OTC/P2P

✓

Balancing (Micro & macro grids)

✓

Electromobility G2V/V2G

✓

Tokenization

ENERGY ACQUISITION & BILLING AUTOMATION
✓

SaaS Platform

✓

360o Customer management

✓

Billing automation

✓

E-Invoices and online payments

SECURITY & DECENTRALIZATION
✓

Sovereign C4E Blockchain

✓

Proof of stake

✓

Based on COSMOS SDK

✓

IBC integrated

Our Web 3.0 Energy Marketplace supports all use cases and develops flexible mechanisms in the
field of advanced production and consumption accounting systems, green energy storage, balancing,
energy integration with the grid and a number of other areas providing all types of prosumers with
additional opportunities and flexibility in the field of electricity.
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Layer 1 - Security & Decentralization
The Blockchain network is a solid foundation on which the Chain4Energy ecosystem is based. It is
already widely used and has influenced many business sectors around the world; finance, healthcare,
insurance and shopping. The energy sector is another sector evolving from centralized to decentralized
solutions. Blockchain technology is an ideal technology that allows you to effectively manage, balance,
trade and track various aspects of energy.

Chain4Energy brings the energy industry to
Web 3 by responding to the requirements and needs
of all participants and enabling the effective creation
and distribution of value. Blockchain removes delays,
gets the right information to the right place, and
eliminates the possibility of fraud and manipulation
through its innate properties of immutability and
transparency. It also enables P2P energy trading
(without

intermediaries),

and

thus

effectively,

between energy market participants.

CØSMOS ECOSYSTEM
After solid analysis, we have decided to build a sovereign app specific blockchain. This gives us the
greatest flexibility and a guarantee that we will be able to provide a solution tailored to the requirements
and expectations of such a critical sector as the energy industry. However, it has to be a technology that is
easily able to integrate with other projects / networks so that you can easily utilize the benefits provided by
the entire ecosystem.
Chain4Energy is an app specific blockchain for green energy use cases. We also decided to build
our project based on the Cosmos SDK as one of Cosmos’s HUB chains supporting IBC (Inter Blockchain
Communication) being one of the planets among ATOM, OSMO, JUNO, EVMOS etc.
The Cosmos-SDK is an open-source framework for building multi-asset public Proof-of-Stake (PoS)
blockchains like the Cosmos Hub, as well as permissioned Proof-Of-Authority (PoA) blockchains. The
COSMOS ecosystem is an open space that enables the development of a vast number of other projects
which could cooperate together by Inter Blockchain Communication (IBC), generating further values and
creating additional opportunities.
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SECURITY AND DECENTRALIZATION
Proof-of-Stake (PoS) consensus algorithms increase blockchain network performance by
eliminating the energy-intensive computational mining process inherent in Proof-of-Work protocols. PoS
algorithms encourage users to validate network data and ensure security through the staking process.
Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) works similarly, but includes a voting and delegation mechanism that
makes the process more democratic.
Our blockchain uses DPoS, thus giving everyone a chance to secure and influence the development of the
ecosystem through DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization).
Chain4Energy cooperates with two types of validators:
●

Professional WEB 3.0 validators who have
experience

and

have

a

thorough

understanding of the market economy
and the value of the staking business
●

B2B (e.g. Energy Trading Companies) that
are users of the product. As a validator,
they can lower the cost of the product
and at the same time have an impact on
the roadmap based on the voting power
they have in the DAO

APPLICATIONS
This

layer

consists

of

Applications

supporting the blockchain like a wallet, explorer
and

decentralized

application

dApps.

Decentralized applications run directly in the
blockchain, implemented as modules included in
the validator node or Smart Contracts using
CosmWasm. Applications can be implemented by
anyone (we are inviting builders to take advantage
of our ecosystem). However, in order for them to
work, they must be approved by the DAO on the
basis of a vote.
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Thanks to this approach to building a solution, we can develop a community-based ecosystem
while maintaining the highest quality required by the energy sector. The community (token owners) will
have a huge influence in driving the development of the project

As part of our project, we need to build a number of applications and dApps that are necessary for
the operation of the second and third layer of our stack.
Fingerprint proof

For contracts, agreements, offers

Energy Token

dApp enabling minting, distributing, burning tokens which represents physical energy or
voucher(s). This module enables tokenization of energy

Energy DEX

Decentralized Exchange which enables trading of energy tokens, crypto and stablecoins
for the energy market participants

Wallet

Tailored to non crypto users which fills the gaps between crypto and energy market

Explorer

Allowing to track all transactions and verify the state of the blockchain

REC

Renewable Energy Certificates with proof of green energy production. Minting based on
Proof of Green Energy, distribution and burning mechanism secured by blockchain
immutability

Staking

Staking module for delegators

DAO

Governance module

Decentralized

For the project to be truly decentralized, the solution also needs to provide a method of

storage

secure data storage, incl. contracts, offers in a decentralized manner, but compliant
with the GDPR

eIDAS

Digital signature

DID

Decentralized identities which are WEB3 standard compliant

Smart Metering

Connects smart meters to the blockchain ensuring non-repudiation and data security.
These can be dedicated devices or inverters of PV devices
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Layer 2 - Energy Acquisition & Billing Automation
To ensure the handling of the above-mentioned use cases, it is necessary to properly manage all
types of green market participants, their acquisition, settlement and ongoing support for the produced and
consumed energy. We have created a comprehensive and technologically unique solution containing the
mechanisms of flexible CRM, billing automation with invoicing related to automation and data analysis,
integrated with global energy exchanges, automatic data collection from energy distributors and smart
meters.
Thanks to the "Energy acquisition & billing automation" energy trading companies can generate
leads, attract and provide comprehensive services to customers in terms of sales and purchase of energy,
thus obtaining energy for its further trading. A specially designed web and mobile application for both the
company and the user with 24/7 access will ensure maximum customer & energy management.

Main features supported by the application:

●

Web and mobile application with a personal C4E wallet for managing energy tokens.

●

Lead generation and energy acquisition processes also with digital agreements (eIDAS)
and support for the (TPA) processes of switching the energy supplier. Full support for
customers (retail & B2B)

●

Real time monitoring of energy production and consumption

●

An extensive and flexible product catalog fully managed by energy trading companies

●

Settlement of energy purchase and sale with full automation of billing processes,
collection of data from smart meters and data from local energy distributors.

●

A full range of analytical, forecasting and reporting possibilities
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This module is also responsible for rewarding active participants of the green energy market. Based
on the amount of produced energy the producer receives a C4E Token as a reward as well as dedicated
benefits from trading suppliers (e.g. a discount on the purchase of photovoltaic panels)

The customer & energy acquisition module is the heart of the solution where all automatic
operations and processes take place, as it provides the necessary customer and energy data to manage
the smart grid components.

Layer 3 - Smart Grid Components
The Smart Grid component layer is the goal of the entire C4E WEB 3.0 Energy Marketplace. We
provide unique products that define modern business models for all participants of the distributed energy
market.
Thanks to the implemented products of tier 3, we deliver the necessary mechanisms to handle
advanced energy use cases such as: energy trading, aggregation, balancing and energy tokenization
necessary to support the charging of electric cars, virtual prosumer or preventing global and local energy
poverty.
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ENERGY TRADING
The C4E WEB 3.0 Energy Marketplace enables trading in the most efficient and best sourced green
energy market way. This trading module supports OTC trading transactions between energy suppliers and
B2B. The solution also supports P2P sales in neighborhoods or within energy communities with use of
unique mechanisms of energy trading through modern settlement methods - energy tokenization.
The platform, through integration with energy storage and appropriate tools for sales automation,
provides the seller with the optimally balanced price for energy, and the buyer with the best purchase price
along with a guarantee of energy origin in the hourly settlement.
Our solution is dedicated to both small and large RES installations, guaranteeing competitive
energy purchase and sale offers, minimization of energy balancing costs by aggregators, low transaction
fees and full guarantee of transactions on the blockchain network. In addition, the platform allows you to
submit an offer for a selected time and day, the ability to create a price formula, price on the balancing
market, fixed price, intervention purchases one week in advance and integration with data from global
energy exchanges.

Main features of the OTC energy trading module:

● Online energy trading 24/7 using a modern web application.
● Support for the Brokerage House
● Integration with energy storages
● Competitive energy price and low transaction fees
Thanks to the use of the blockchain network and the dAPPs dedicated to energy trading we have
created, the system enables transactions concluded with the use of FIAT currencies as well as transactions
on tokenized energy. C4E energy tokens traded on the OTC Energy Trading platform are used for
settlement of prosumers, virtual prosumers, collective prosumers, energy communities and charging
electric cars.

ENERGY BALANCING
The energy balance is the most complete way of accounting for the flow and optimization of
energy. Ideally, the electricity produced is used immediately after it is generated. Chain4Energy is
responsible for controlling supply and demand and controlling the flow. The energy balance in the
Chain4Energy solution allows companies to monitor the total amount of energy obtained from generation
sources in real time and to measure and forecast energy demand by end users. The aim of our solution is
to ensure energy security and effective functioning of energy markets, reduce emissions and the economic
aspect in the form of cheaper energy.
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Energy balance is one of the Chain4Energy Marketplace modules which, in conjunction with smart
meters and integrated with the C4E energy exchange, allows for:

●

Providing the necessary information on energy supply and demand in real time

●

Providing short, medium and long-term forecasts of energy demand and production

●

Monitoring and flexible management of flows

●

Trading in energy surplus

●

Energy aggregation
Energy aggregation occurs when an energy trading company purchases energy simultaneously

from multiple dispersed renewable green energy sources. These can be photovoltaic installations or
small-power wind farms, which, when aggregated by one trading company, give a huge amount of energy
that can be traded further.
Aggregation of energy creates a portfolio of distributed sources that, when connected together,
provide an alternative to large-scale centralized energy power plants. In this way, energy aggregation
allows buyers to trade with less risk and access a higher value product in one transaction, rather than
buying across projects in multiple transactions.

MICROGRID - ENERGY COMMUNITIES
A microgrid is a local energy grid with control capability, which means it can disconnect from the
traditional grid and operate autonomously1. Microgrids contain one or more types of distributed energy
(solar panels, wind turbines, combined heat and power plants, generators) that produce its power, and
more often it includes energy storage and charging stations for electric vehicles.
Tools that will allow you to balance, tokenize and trade energy in the area of multi-apartment houses,
housing estates, districts, communes, and cities will play a key role in the entire energy ecosystem in the
future.
We are providing a decentralized marketplace for decentralized energy sources and distributed
energy consumption. Supporting and encouraging energy balancing (i.e. demand and supply management)
on the local energy market (LEM). It is extremely crucial to offload a distribution network which isn’t
prepared for such kind of “traffic”. Our solution by design is integrated with the Smart Houses to manage
energy.

1

Department of Energy. (June 17, 2014). How Microgrids Work. Retrieved from energy.gov: https://energy.gov/articles/how-microgrids-work
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Prosumers and consumers, being part of a micro-grid, become participants in the energy market
and can buy / sell energy on local energy markets. Trading P2P, energy tokenization gives possibilities to
settle energy usage by community members. In case of trading with Access to the Energy Trading module
and integration with energy storage and appropriate tools for sales automation, it provides the best selling
price for energy, and the buyer with the best purchase price along with a guarantee of energy origin.
Through the DAO, micro-grids/energy communities can form sovereign organizations to manage
themselves and trade with other communities and the retail market. This is extremely valuable for small
communities such as a collective prosumer in a multi-family building.

MULTI-ENERGY MICRO GRIDS SYSTEM
The multi-energy micro grids systems (MEMGS) is the answer to build a new kind of energy
infrastructure and create a path to transform existing one. MEMGS consist of multiple microgrids and a
variety of energy forms. The whole system manages distributed power sources, energy storage devices and
aggregates small-scale distributed energy through local energy management systems and adjacent loads.
The trading system allows for the interaction between regional microgrids and upper-level energy supply
networks. The energy management is completed in parallel to the energy trading and reflects the
“source-storage-load”. In the case of mass implementation of distributed energy, it is necessary to have
different perspectives of the power grid: optimal smart home, optimal management of a single microgrid,
joint optimal configuration of the MEMGS in accordance with the energy demand of multiple microgrids in
the region.

ELECTROMOBILITY
Electromobility is a very broad and complex topic. In our project, we want to bring it to a
user-friendly space for easy and transparent handling of electromobility needs. Based on an energy wallet
that functions like a bank account, where the client can monitor home energy consumptions and decide
upon their energy surplus which could be transferred in the P2P formula, passed on to a deposit account
or used, for example, to charge an electric car. Additional rewards for the green energy production, could
be used similarly to other well known loyalty programs.
We decided to focus on the following topics that use similar functionalities:

●

Car charging with tokenized energy

●

Electromobility management
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●

Vehicle To Grid (V2G)

The EV can be placed on the supply or demand side depending on its current role. On the one hand, the
owner of an electric car can use cheap renewable energy sources from the sun, wind and water to charge
the car. On the other hand, its battery can be used as an energy storage unit or a source of green energy
when the grid or micro grid needs these resources. Settlement for EV resources can be made in the form of
tokens in non-cash transactions
EV - energy supply side

EV - energy demand side

ENERGY TOKEN
Our goal is to provide tools for a fully decentralized peer-to-peer (P2P) energy token market for
small scale prosumers, energy sources, energy suppliers using blockchain technology in a smart grid
environment. Using smart contracts, all sellers and buyers in the local market can engage in bilateral
energy token transactions (P2P) with each other under an agreed price.
Tokenized energy can also be also freely exchanged between wallets. We can imagine a situation
where a prosumer can replace part of his balance stored in the prosumer's wallet with the Energy Token
and send it to a friend or family member to charge their EV. EV owners can use Energy Tokens to pay for
energy. The charging station can “redeem” energy tokens to pay for energy from the Energy supplier.
The above scenario is presented on the following diagram in 4 simple steps:

○ Mint Energy Token
○ Transfer Energy Token
○ Use Energy Token
○ Burn Energy Token
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Having an energy token which represents energy 1-1 is a dream for everyone. Everyone is aware
how energy prices are skyrocketing (especially in Europe). The energy market value is very fragile and from
the physical perspective, most of the energy produced has to be immediately consumed. The energy price
highly depends on many factors, but the most important aspect is the demand and response time. Such
conditions create business risk for the e.g. energy supplier.
This risk can be described as a cost value function of time. This mechanism is called Demurrage
(fractal burning in time). This mechanism prevents the local prosumers from collecting energy tokens and
encourages them to utilize them as quickly as possible.
Each energy supplier can apply its own demurrage rules, which are stored in the smart contract.
Smart contracts will control the execution of the rules in a decentralized manner. Each of the smart
contracts will allow you to define parameters such as:
●

mint rate - 100% means that all energy will be converted into a token in the ratio 1-1

●

predemurage - time for how long token is to maintain 100% of its value

●

demurrage function - function defining the burns

●

maximum token life

Following example shows two energy tokens with different demurrage functions:
●

Energy Token 1, maintains his 100% value for the period of 2 hours, then is burned linearly.
Maximum duration is 6 hours.

●

Energy Token 2, maintains his 100% value for the period of 1 hours, then is burned according to
function during 4 hours and the last hour is linear. Maximum duration is 6 hours.

●

Energy Token 3, is burned linearly during 4 hours. Maximum duration is 4 hours.

In this example, Bob wants to tokenize 100kWh energy. He sells 100 kWh to an energy supplier and
receives 100 ET1 to his wallet. If he uses the Energy Tokens immediately he can utilize 100 ET1. But after 3
hours only 75 ET1 remains. After 4 hours only 50 ET1 remains etc.
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Go 2 Market
The Go To Market approach can be summarized in following table

What we deliver
Target audience

☞ Complete, powerful solution for Energy Market Worldwide
☞ PoS blockchain security
B2B
●

●

Energy market participants:
○ Energy suppliers
○ Energy buyers and sellers
○ EV operators
○ Energy community operators
Blockchain validators
○ Crypto professional validators
○ Energy market participants

RETAIL
● Energy market participants:
○ Prosumers
○ Local communities
○ Electric car owners
●

Market

Blockchain
○ Cryptocurrency investors
○ DAO participants

ENERGY:
● Europe: Delivered
● Worldwide: Requires scaling
BLOCKCHAIN
● Worldwide: Delivered

Energy products -

●

SaaS

delivery model

●

Community

●

Local Partner

Acquisition
strategy

ENERGY:
● Freemium -> premium
● PoC’s with energy market participants
● Acceleration and support for R&D projects in the Renewable Energy
Market
● Energy producers rewards
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BLOCKCHAIN
● Staking
● Farming
● Airdrops
C4E token value
accrual

ENERGY
● Discount on activation and use of C4E products
● Possibility to pay for C4E products with tokens
● The incentive for energy market participants to activate the C4E wallet
● Green energy production rewards in C4E tokens
BLOCKCHAIN
● Securing and decentralizing the C4E network
● Reward for securing network or providing liquidity
● Governance booster
● DAO
● C4E buyback to provide liquidity
● Burn fraction of transaction fee (EIP-1559 analogy)

How to join

ENERGY
● Contact the team + linki
BLOCKCHAIN
● Contact the team + linki

User rewards
Chian4Energy provides a loyalty program model that allows all energy market participants
to accumulate C4E Tokens through green energy production and other straightforward energy
actions.
Energy suppliers operating on the Green Energy market thanks to the program have a
better opportunity than the competition to attract new customers and will be able to create
unique personalized offers based on modern business models. The goal of Chain4Energy’s
rewards program is primarily to build brand awareness and pro-ecological values that the project
has in its mission.

Here are some easy ways for our users to earn C4E tokens
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●
●

Each user of our system who registers a new C4E energy wallet will receive a package of
welcome C4E tokens.
Green energy producers can be rewarded for each kWh of energy transferred as surplus
to the Energy Trading Company with C4E tokens in order to encourage them to produce
more green energy and purchase goods from project partners.

There is a simple and transparent mechanism for rewarding energy producers:
Step 1:
The produced energy is purchased by the trading company and its value is expressed in the FIAT
currency on the producer's invoice.
Step 2:
The C4E system converts the energy value on the producer's invoice into the customer's % of the
reward due in FIAT currency.
Step 3:
The obtained value of the award at FIAT is transferred to the personal wallet of the energy
producer in the form of C4E tokens. The exchange rate for FIAT to C4E is valid at the price of the
C4E token on the date of exchange.
The level of rewards depends on the amount of C4E Tokens staked in the C4E wallet by
the energy producer.
w/o C4E
Wallet
Tier

With C4E Wallet

Tier 0

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 4

NA

0 C4E

1 000 C4E

10 000 C4E

100 000 C4E

C4E Reward for green
energy production

0

2%

4%

8%

12%

C4E tier reward

0

0

6%

7%

8%

C4E Energy Account
welcome pack

0

25 USD**

50 USD**

50 USD**

50 USD**

Discount on purchases
at the partner's store

0

Discount on energy
purchases

0

C4E Stake

Depending on the partner's offer

Depending on the partner's offer

* Loyalty program terms and conditions apply. Chain4Energy has the sole discretion to modify the benefits at any time.
** equivalent of USD in C4E tokens.
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Token economy

TOKEN DESIGN
Our main objective was to design the token which represents the value of the project and
ecosystem identified by the utility of the token. We believe that during the token design stage
many aspects had to be taken into account and focused on independently.
Despite the fact that well-functioning token architectures are a staple of any healthy
crypto project, the vast majority of projects do not pay enough attention to their token
architecture. Our token is an integral part of the Chain4Energy business model and is the driving
force of usability, demand and economy.
Unlike many other blockchain projects, Chain4Energy is delivering services for non-crypto
users, who don’t understand the whole crypto space. So we have to provide a mature project
with a value proposition providing benefits without the token itself.
Over the last couple of months we spent a tremendous amount of time brainstorming, consulting
with subject matter experts and designing our products while taking into account following
criteria:
●

Quality of underlying product and product market fit

●

If stakeholders find the product valuable

●

Project grow potential: international vs close market e.g. Poland, Europe, World expansion
potential

●

Go to market strategy

TOKEN UTILITY
The C4E token is a basic element of the whole ecosystem and is used to settle payments,
commissions and bonuses for generating green energy.
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The C4E token is the fuel necessary for the Chain4Energy ecosystem to function, helping to
coordinate and align the incentives of all parties involved. The tokenomics summarized here
defines how C4E will be used in our blockchain as well as how it will be distributed.

The following utility is designed within our token:
C4E

Native, utility token of Chain4Energy

Transaction fee

C4E token is required to perform transactions in our blockchain

Staking

Provides security of the Chain4Energy network

LP Farming

Incentive for liquidity provided on selected DEXes

Reward

For production, storage and usage of renewable energy. The reward
mechanism will depend on the stage of the project. In the initial stage the
main goal is expansion as we will be encouraging new users/members to
join.

Access to services

Giving access to services that would not be available to entities without a
token, offered by chain4energy labs and other partners launching their
solutions on the Chain4Energy platform

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION - KEY METRICS
The following table shows the key metrics of the Chain4Energy tokenomics.

Metric

Value

Token name

C4E

Country of registration

Switzerland (ZUG)

Genesis token supply

400,000,000

Initial token price (at least)

$0.10

Initial inflation after ISE
(Inflation Start Event)

40,000,000
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Initial circulating MC
Reward deflation each 4 years
(halving)

$1,510,000

50%

Passive income

Staking & Farming

Long term deflationary token

Burn fraction of transaction fee (EIP-1559 analogy)
Airdrops

Additional benefits

Energy production rewards
E-commerce discounts
Access to energy services

GENESIS TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
The supply on the mainnet’s launch will be 400 million tokens. Only part of the tokens will
be released at the TGE. Tokens from various pools will be locked and vested according to
programmed schedules closed in the vesting module, that is responsible for programmable
tokens being released block by block.
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Token distribution for the first 6 years

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION OVER INITIAL 6 YEARS
Initial release Lockup
Vesting
[%]
[Months] [Months]

Token allocation

Distribution

Tokens

Release date

Genesis Validators
Validators Network
Bootstrapping

7.50%

30,000,000

2%

12

24

20.00%

80,000,000

5%

9

18

TGE/Join

LBP

2.50%

10,000,000

100%

0

0

ISE or later

Advisors

3.75%

15,000,000

0%

12

24

TGE/Join

Founders

6.25%

25,000,000

0%

12

24

TGE

TGE

Fairdrop

5.00%

20,000,000

0%

3

3

TBD

Strategic Reserve

30.00%

120,000,000

0%

24

36

TGE

Community Pool

25.00%

100,000,000

100%

0

0

TGE

Note:
The release date for initial token supply for particular pools means:
●

TGE: At Token Generation Event

●

Join: once the validator or advisor joins to the project

●

ISE: Inflation Start Event
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Detailed description of particular pools:

Token
allocation

Purpose

Genesis

Early backers who believed in our team vision. Genesis Validators are partners from

Validators

non-crypto ecosystems: energy, IoT, entertainment etc.
As a proof of trust, they agreed to have the longest vesting period of up to 3 years.
As an L1 blockchain, we need to build strong relationships with mature validators who
will be responsible for maintaining the security and efficiency of our chain.
That is why we have allocated a special pool of tokens that will be intended for

Validators

validators.

Network

After the TGE, tokens from this pool will be 100% liberated and handed over to

Bootstrapping

validators. The role of validators will be to freeze the tokens in order to secure the
network.
As a project, we will delegate tokens from the community pool to validators to balance
and secure the network (voting power).
The main purpose of this pool is to provide the C4E token liquidity on the selected DEX.
Our intention is to provide liquidity and to encourage communities to increase their
liquidity. These tokens will be used to create the initial liquidity before the market goes
live.

LBP

Another option we are considering is a "Liquidity Bootstrapping Pool" similar to ones
found in projects such as Stargaze as this is currently the best method for determining
fair value.
In addition to the methodology chosen, we will use part of the community pool as an
incentive for farmers adding liquidity.
Airdrops create a massive amount of hype and excitement around new projects as
users wait in anticipation of when they will receive their rewards.
We also want to reward the community of the COSMOS ecosystem

Fairdrop

and early users of Chain4Energy products and for their commitment.
It will be a great opportunity to have fun and get users involved by completing defined
tasks and working towards collecting all energy points. Stay tuned... much more in the
works.
Contrary to many overrated projects, which mainly focus on having famous names in
their portfolio of advisers, we have been very careful with our selection of supporters.
We paid special attention to world energy and blockchain advisors we have chosen to

Advisors

be on our panel.
You can find the results of this thorough process on our website. This pool is intended
to reward everyone who helped us on our way. Please note how long our advisors will
have to wait for their reward without the possibility of selling a single token at the very
beginning
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Just as our panel of advisors, the Core team incentives are also locked for an extended
period of time without the possibility of selling any tokens at the beginning. This
Founders

protects the token’s valuation from crashing it’s price while incentivizing users to hold
for longer periods of time as adoption and growth builds the real world use of the
token.

Community Pool The Community Pool is described in separate section
These tokens are set aside and await future opportunities as we provide an initial
roadmap to expand to other markets. We need resources that will allow us to build
Strategic
Reserve

relationships with partners within these markets.
While the tokens are waiting for the vesting to end, they will be delegated to the
genesis validators.
This will allow us to increase our presence while being able to make quick decisions at
the beginning of the project and deliver the promised roadmap

TOKEN LIFECYCLE
These are mechanisms and milestones set for the C4E’s token lifecycle:
TGE (Token Generation Event)

A certain point of time when the genesis token supply is created

ISE (Inflation Start Event)

A certain point of time when the inflation of the token starts (minting).
ISE can be handled at the same time as TGE or later. Community will
decide the exact timing of ISE

LBP (Liquidity Bootstrapping

Creating liquidity for C4E token

Pool)
Vesting

Means that tokens are generated and locked within a vesting module
and released over programmed time based on a block by block
schedule. Tokens which are released can be claimed by the user at any
time

Lockup

An additional mechanism which freezes locked tokens in smart
contracts for a certain amount of time (e.g. 3 months). Once the lockup
period ends then tokens are released according to the vesting schedule

Minting

Tokens that have not been created yet and will be generated at a
specific point in time. The newly created tokens will be added to the
pool of all tokens. The tokens will be generated according to the
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programmed schedule, so that at any point in time, available tokens do
not exceed the programmed total token supply
Staking rewards

The majority of newly minted tokens will be distributed as a reward for
stakers

C4E users incentive

The rest of tokens will be distributed to Chain4Energy users and
partners for producing, utilizing and storing green energy and
additionally to partners for using and building products, as well as
inviting new partners/users

Burn

Tokens can be burned based on the fee distribution mechanism where
a small part (up to 10%) can be burned or once the Community decides
on the portion of the burn. This is an optional mechanism which can be
switched on/off based on the community vote

The Mainnet 1.0 on the following diagram is the blockchain with full economy, but pre-ISE inflation. The
project will require some time to observe how the whole ecosystem works, before starting the minting of
the remaining token supply. The token lifecycle is presented on the following diagram
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TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
Newly minted tokens will be divided into following pools:

Pool

Share

Staking reward

60%

Purpose
Staking reward
Reward for liquidity pool providers

Ecosystem Incentive

35%

Reward for governance token stakers
Reward for green energy production/consumption

Development fund

5%

Fund for future development of the project either by
founders or the team selected by the community

Tokens will be minted according to the following schedule. The emission starts with 40M tokens over the
first 4 years. Every 4 years will halve the amount of tokens available to mint.This will in turn reduce the
token’s initial inflationary property while still providing circulating token utility.

TRANSACTION FEES
All transaction fees are paid in C4E tokens. Transaction fees will be calculated based on
the Cosmos eco-systems gas mechanism. In the future C4E will will switch to a mechanism
tailored specifically to the sustainability of the business model where the transaction fee is
predictable and not dependent on the price of the underlying token.
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FEE DISTRIBUTION MECHANISM
The fee is divided into following parts:
●

100-90% - Distributed via the same module as new blocks (inflation)

●

0%-10% - Burn mechanism module to make the token deflationary.

Above share is the initial proposal before TGE. It is subject to adjustment by the DAO governance. The burn
share is set to 0% to concentrate on the growth of the network.

FUNDRAISING
No seed investors, no private investors. Our project is focused on building value from day one!
In contrast to many blockchain projects that follow the simplest path and try to sell dreams based
on their WhitePaper. We took on the challenge of convincing off-chain partners from multiple related
sectors such as Energy, IoT, Smarthome, and the media sector to cooperate with us.
This is how we acquired our first clients and at the same time Genesis Valdiators at the same time. These
are businesses that will use our product while inturn protecting the network with their tokens.
The second stage is bootstrapping the validator network. Validators are crucial stakeholders
from the perspective of network security. Our special offer encourages a long-term relationship with our
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project. For securing the network and accepting a very long vesting period (12 months lockup and 24
months linear vesting) they can purchase tokens at a lower price.
The third stage is a public round via IDO. This round is geared towards the Cosmos ecosystem
community. Of course, it is not limited only to these two ecosystems, but the IDO and LBP will run on
platforms within the ecosystem. Details will be revealed at a later stage - stay tuned...
We trust our partners selected as validators, however we want to ensure the community that there
is no sell pressure at the beginning of the project through managed lockup and vesting periods.
lockup

Vesting

[Months]

[Months]

2%

12

5%

9

Token allocation

Tokens TGE release

Genesis

30,000,

Validators
Validators
Network
Bootstrapping

000
80,000,
000

Token price

Stage

24

$0.02 - $0.10

✅Done

18

$0.10

Ongoing

GOVERNANCE (DAO)
C4E is designed to become a digital collaborative space that is owned, controlled, operated,
maintained and updated by a community of its users and builders.
Like many other ecosystems at the very beginning, our project may be susceptible to the actions of
people or institutions who, consciously or unconsciously, may harm the ecosystem. Therefore, in the first
stage of the network's operation, we will be able to use the potential of the Strategic Reserve pool to
support governance decisions for the project.
The Strategic Reserve will affect voting power at the beginning of the project only, gradually decreasing it’s
influence through the sale of tokens to future partners during the expansion phase.

DAO 1.0 - ON-CHAIN GOVERNANCE
After the project starts we will utilize the native gov module of Cosmos SDK. The gov module
enables the Chain4Energy blockchain to support an on-chain governance system and utilize all supporting
tools like wallets and explorers. Holders of the native staking token of the chain can vote on proposals on a
1 staked token = 1 vote basis.
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DAO 2.0
The governance model that is provided with the SDK does not provide incentive and
reward mechanisms for active DAO participants. We would like the community, users and
stakeholders to actively influence the development of our project. This is our ultimate goal and
the primary focus.
Therefore, we would like to design a mechanism that will be more adapted to the specifics of the
Chain4Energy project and the energy market.

GOVERNANCE BOOSTER
The blockchain will incentivize participants of governance and long term stakers through a
lock mechanism similar to the veCurve Model. The longer and more active the participant, the
higher the incentive received. The reward will come from the distribution mechanism. Up to 33%
of the usage incentive for the transaction fees and inflation will be allocated to the governance
booster. For details see the Fee distribution mechanism.
We have been inspired by the work of Curve finance and MahaDAO who introduced a locking
mechanism for governance allowance and boosting rewards for stakers. The same mechanism
was adopted by other protocols like: Cream finance.
How can the mechanism can be adopted to Chain4energy case?
We are Introducing veC4E, converting staked C4E token into a locked asset with governance
properties. veC4E stands for voting escrow C4E. They are your C4E tokens that are locked for the
purpose of voting. The longer you lock your C4E for, the more voting power you have (and the
bigger boost you can reach). You can lock up to 1,000 C4E for a year to have a 250 veC4E weight.
Each C4E locked for four years is equal to 1 veC4E.
Why Introduce veC4E?
●

Allocate and boost voting power to long-term holders of C4E through veC4E.

●

Allow veC4E holders to boost staking rewards.

●

Improve security of the network by guaranteeing long-term staking and lockup of C4E
tokens.

●

All ecosystem benefits which we can design in the future

Users may lock up their C4E for up to 4 years for 1-1 ratio of veC4E (e.g. 1000 C4E locked for 4
years returns 1000 veC4E). veC4E is not a transferable token nor does it trade on liquid markets.
It is more akin to an account based point system that signifies the vesting duration of the wallet's
locked C4E tokens within the protocol.
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GREEN HOUSES DAO
Green Houses DAO is an innovative concept that allows local communities to connect
using microDAOs. These are communities grouped under: collective prosumer, micro grids, VPP,
sustainable community energy systems - SCES etc. Green Houses DAO will allow them to manage
and make joint decisions, manage a related treasury, set the distribution of revenues, etc.
Each Green House DAO will be able to individually determine what will happen depending on the
strength of the vote. Will it be the production capacity, the size of the energy storage, the number
of C4E tokens blocked in the Governance module, or some combination of these factors are just
some examples of how each Green House DAO will effectively manage its resources through this
unique localized voting system.

C4E PARTNERS
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TEAM
Our team consists of a total of over 70 experienced experts and advisors with proven
achievements in the world of business and technology with over 25 years of experience in
providing technology solutions for blue chip companies, including 5 years in providing blockchain
solutions.

Dominik Skrobacz
CEO
Dominik was always fascinated by the combination of business and technology. He is a software
development engineer with twenty years of experience. For ten years, as CEO, he has been
managing the leading software company OVOO, which builds sophisticated systems for telco
and banks in Europe and Middle East. For five years he has been involved in the implementation
of blockchain projects in the contract / rating / billing / settlement space and is currently the CEO
of the dynamically progressive Chain4Energy company, which creates modern solutions for the
entire energy sector.

Pawel Borecki
CTO
Co-founder and CTO of OVOO and also the Chain4Energy - providing solutions for the
telecommunications and banking industries as well as the entire energy sector. Pawel is a
professional software developer and software architect with over 18 years of experience with
strong focus on blockchain solutions.

GREG SIKORA
CIO, Blockchain expert
Blockchain Enthusiast with strong TELCO expert background. During his 20 years of professional
life involved in many challenging tasks mixing Business Development, pre-sales, Telecom Expert
and Project Manager knowhow and delivering best values for T-Mobile, Telestax and OVOO.
Responsible for local but also international projects. During the last 4 years continuously
exploring and extending focus on blockchain and crypto space.

MARKETING & PRODUCT

ENERGY EXPERTS

ADVISORS

Adam Kruszewski (CPO)

Maciej Soltysik

Juri Maibaum

Darius Chudzik

Eryk Smolski (CMO)

Mateusz Pielka

Enrico Tallin

Luke Dudzinski

Carolina Mejbaum

Michal Srebrzynski

Marco Nicita

Adam Skimina

Katie Kochel

PM & IT ARCHITECTURE

Pawel Lakomy
Piotr Hnacik
Michael Dziopak
Michael Adamski
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PROJECT ROADMAP

Q4’2021

Q1’2022

Q2’2022

Q3’2022

Q4’2022

Q1’2023

Q2’2023

H2’2023

✓

Events - Gitex Dubai & Cosmovers Lisbon

✓

Genesis Validators & customers onboarding

✓

Business models for the Green Energy market

✓

Ecosystem development

✓

C4E Testnet launch

✓

Private Whitepaper

✓

Energy Marketplace MVP

✓

events: Gateway to COSMOS in Prague

✓

New Social Media Channels Established

✓

Offer for Validators

✓

Energy Marketplace Launch!

✓

Public Whitepaper

✓

C4E Mainnet launch

✓

Events: Borderless Berlin, Cosmoverse Medellin

✓

Energy tokenization MVP

✓

Validator network bootstrapping

✓

C4E Green Airdrop

✓

IBC Integration

✓

Start of staking Rewards (at least 45 active Validators)

✓

Green energy production rewards

✓

WEB 3.0 Energy Wallet

✓

Mobile app

✓

Energy Community Management

✓

OTC / P2P Energy trading

✓

Electromobility (V2G)

✓

Updated roadmap released
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Legal Disclaimer
General Information
C4E token does not have the legal qualification of a security, since it does not give any rights to dividends or interests
and cannot be considered in any way as a share of any legal entity. The sale of C4Es is final and non-refundable. C4E
cannot have a performance or a particular value outside the C4E network. C4E shall therefore not be used or
purchased for speculative or investment purposes. The purchaser of C4E tokens is aware that national securities laws,
which ensure that investors are sold investments that include all the proper disclosures and are subject to regulatory
scrutiny for the investors’ protection, are not applicable. Anyone purchasing C4E tokens expressly acknowledges and
represents that she/he has carefully reviewed this white paper and fully understands the risks, costs and benefits
associated with the purchase of such tokens.
Knowledge Required
The purchaser of C4E tokens undertakes that she/he/it understands and has significant experience of
cryptocurrencies, blockchain systems and services, and that she/he/it fully understands the risks associated with the
sale as well as the mechanism related to the use of cryptocurrencies (incl. storage). C4E shall not be responsible for any
loss of C4E tokens or situations making it impossible to access C4E tokens, which may result from any actions or
omissions of the user, smart contract or any person undertaking to acquire C4E tokens, as well as in the case of
contract exploits or on-chain hacker attacks.

Risks
Acquiring C4E tokens and storing them involves various risks, in particular the risk that C4E tokens may not be able to
further develop its operations and develop its blockchain and provide the services promised. Therefore, and prior to
acquiring C4E tokens, any user should carefully consider the risks, costs and benefits of acquiring C4E in the context of
the crowdsale and, if necessary, obtain any independent advice in this regard. Any interested person who is not in the
position to accept or to understand the risks associated with the activity or any other risks as indicated in the Terms &
Conditions of the crowdsale should not purchase C4E tokens.
Important disclaimer
This whitepaper shall not and cannot be considered as an invitation to enter into an investment. It does not constitute
or relate in any way nor should be considered as an offering of securities in any jurisdiction. The whitepaper does not
include nor contain any information or indication that might be considered as a recommendation or that might be
used to base any investment decision. This document does not constitute an offer or an invitation to sell shares,
securities or rights belonging to C4E or any related or associated entity. The C4E token is just a utility token which can
be used only on the C4E platform and is not intended to be used as an investment. The possible listing of C4E tokens
on trading platforms will be done in order to allow the use of the C4E platform and not for speculative purposes. The
possible listing of C4E tokens on a trading platform will not change the legal qualification of the token, which will
remain a simple means for the use of the C4E platform and not a security. C4E and the C4E DAO are not to be
considered as advisors in any legal, tax or financial matters. Any information in the white paper is given for general
information purpose only and C4E does not provide with any warranty as to the accuracy and completeness of this
information. Given the lack of crypto-token qualifications in most countries, each buyer is strongly advised to carry out
a legal and tax analysis concerning the purchase and ownership of C4E tokens according to their nationality and place
of residence. The use of C4E services may require the positive conclusion of an AML/KYC identification process. Anyone
undertaking to acquire C4E tokens must be aware that the C4E business model, the whitepaper or terms and
conditions may change or need to be modified without prior notice due to new regulatory and compliance
requirements from any applicable laws in any jurisdictions. In such a case, purchasers and anyone undertaking to
acquire C4E tokens acknowledge and understand that neither C4E nor any of its affiliates shall be held liable for any
direct or indirect loss or damage caused by such changes. C4E will do its utmost to launch its operations and develop
the C4E platform. . Other services available to the C4E token purchasers may be offered at a later stage.
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Contact
team@chain4.energy

🌎 Website:
👉https://www.chain4.energy
📢 Announcement Channel:
👉https://t.me/chain4energy
🎮 Discord:
👉https://discord.com/invite/chain4energy
🐦Twitter:
👉https://twitter.com/chain4energy
💻 LinkedIn:
👉https://www.linkedin.com/company/chain4energy

📰Medium:
👉https://medium.com/chain4-energy
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